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Indigo Bloome Collection: The Avalon Trilogy: Destined to Play, Destined
to Feel, Destined to Fly - Indigo Bloome 2015-01-08
An intensely charged erotic journey, this trilogy is perfect for anyone
who was seduced by 50 Shades of Grey.
Destined to Feel - Indigo Bloome 2013-02-12
The second in the intensely erotic Avalon seriesthat started with
Destined to Play. Perfect for anyone who was seduced by 50 Shades of
Grey. Psychologist Alexandra Blake has been awakened sexually by her
lover, Jeremy Quinn. Their erotic journey has seen Alexandra explore her
innermost sexual fantasies and pushed her boundaries to their very limit.
Her world is plunged into uncertainty when she is abducted in London
and Alexandra finds herself caught up in a dangerous game being played
out in the shadows. Her captors want to use her to explore the darkest
enigma of female sexuality and Alexandra is powerless to escape—but
does she even want to? How far will Alexandra be willing to go to satisfy
her curiosity and her desires? Is this a game gone too far, or is there still
everything to play for. . . . Destined to Feel is the second book in the
Avalon trilogy exploring the intricate relationships between trust and
betrayal, desire and love, risk . . . and reward. If you liked 50 Shades of
Grey, you will love Destined to Feel.
Sleeping With My White Boss - Aaliyah Jackson 2017-05-07
Curvy, black and independent: Kisha definitely isn't the average woman
working for the high fashion icon Mark Nobles, and she's reminded every
day by the sideways glances and hateful glares of the skinny skanks she
works with. The only good part of her job is when Mark's around, since
his dominating and powerful presence leaves no room for any trifling
attitudes so she can focus on her work. When Mark sets his eyes on her
though, the last thing on his mind is work. He likes his woman thick,
smart and with chocolate skin, and he's the type of man to get exactly
what he wants. When he calls Kisha into his office it's for one reason and
one reason only, and Kisha can't help but give in as he pushes her to her
absolute limit right then and there in the middle of the work day without a condom.
Futa Catgirl - Gia Maria Marquez
Jeff is one lucky guy. After his girlfriend breaks up with him for spending
too much time at the cat cafe, he heads there after hours. Who would
have imagined his three favorite kitties would turn into full-fledged
catgirls right before his very eyes? And the best part! They all want a
piece of him!
Knocked Up By My White Boss - Aaliyah Jackson 2017-05-03
It's Eriqua's first day on the job, and she's nervous. Luckily her boss,
Matin Nouveau, is more than willing to take a personal interest in her to
make sure she's used to her full potential... In every way.
Futa On Male BDSM 4-Pack - Jilly Bangs 2021-05-21
4 hot futa tales! Futa professor puts me over her knee: Futa on male
Corrected by the futa cop: Futa on male Futa boss gives me an enema:
Futa on male I became a futa and disciplined my husband: Futa on male
Old Ebony, Young Ivory - Aaliyah Jackson 2017-05-04
Her friend's young son is always hitting on her, almost shamelessly. She
knows it's wrong, but she can't help but fantasize... after all, isn't it every
college aged boy's dream to be with a MILF? And besides, who's going to
find out?
Finding Mr. Darcy - Amanda Hooton 2012-12-01
"It is a truth universally acknowledged that a single man in possession of
a good fortune must be in want of a wife. Unless, of course, he's gay. Or
has a girlfriend. Or is neck-deep in twice-weekly psychoanalysis and
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entirely unfit for public consumption." How does the modern young
woman negotiate her dating way in a world where the rules change as
fast as you can update your status on Facebook? How to know if the man
you've just met in the chatroom is married with three children, if you
should be going out in a short skirt with no undies, or if texting your
deepest desires to the stranger you met last night is entirely sensible.
Luckily, Jane Austen is there, as she has been for three centuries,
advising us to keep a sense of humour and our dignity intact. Amply
aided and somewhat updated by former intrepid dater and awardwinning journalist Amanda Hooton, Jane shows us how we can save
ourselves heartbreak by following the examples of her famous heroines.
We learn that cleverness is no barrier to romance, beauty is within and
that you can't actually meet a man unless you go to places where men
dwell. Best of all, we learn how to wade through the heaving mass of
commitment-phobic masculine humanity out there to discover our very
own Mr Darcy.
My Black FemDom Mistress - Dominique Paige 2017-05-04
When Nathan approaches Tanya in a crowded club on a dare, he expects
to be shot down. After all, what would a gorgeous black woman like her
want with a lame guy like him? He gets a shock when she decides to
spend the night with him, and an even bigger shock when they get back
to her place and she reveals her true intentions: to humiliate, dominate
and degrade him sexually!
Hot Thots - Hitachi Choparazzi 2021-06-04
Sissy of the House: A Gift for Master - Paul Zante
My master had been spending long hours at work and Mistress was
worried about him. So she sent me, their gorgeous and sexy Sissy of the
House, to make sure he was ok by giving him a gift - the gift being me.
But how would he cope with me appearing in the office? And would I be
able to fulfil the task my Mistress gave me?
Hell's Bells - Joyee Flynn 2012
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M,
elves, public exhibition, bondage, spanking, sex toys] A group of twelve
elves left the North Pole to be free of all things Christmas and has been
living together for decades. All this time they have gone without finding
their mates, but when the first of the twelve finds his, the rest have hope
for themselves. Cave left the North Pole and ended up in Illinois because
of his intense hatred for the sound of Christmas bells. Before meeting
Justice, he treated men as nothing more than toys that were fun to play
with-if only briefly. Justice Delano is a kindhearted man abused
emotionally and mentally by his family and coworkers for being gay. He
desperately wants to find approval and love from another man in the
midst of his hardship. When Cave and Justice discover that they are
mates, can Cave accept that Justice truly loves him and not just the idea
of being in love? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Match Pointe - Indigo Bloome 2017-01-17
When passion turns into dangerous obsession, there are no limits in the
pursuit of victory ... The sizzling new erotic romance from the
internationally bestselling author of Destined to Play. Eloise Lawrance, a
beautiful and dedicated ballerina, is on the cusp of achieving her dreams
when her career is abruptly left in tatters. Enigmatic gambling tycoon
Caesar King approaches her with an alluring proposition she can't refuse
- to dance as inspiration for the top-ranked men's tennis player for two
years. Cleverly manipulated by the ruthless Caesar, she is plunged into a
world of supreme athleticism where dominance prevails and winning
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dictates absolute power on the court - and in the bedroom. Soon she is
embroiled in a darkly intoxicating relationship with Stephan Nordstrom,
tennis's reigning champion, but with each grand slam comes the
possibility of a new number one. As the top players go head to head in an
on-court battle for the ultimate off-court prize, not even Caesar can
predict who will reign supreme.
Spanked By My Gay Boss - Mark Marquis 2017-05-05
This is the story of how Brett takes matters into his own hands and
decides to spank his co-worker Jack until he acts likes the sissy he knows
he could be. He lures him to his house under the pretense of working on
a project, but soon he finds himself willingly butt naked, bent over a
table and loving every minute of it! Using whips, paddles and his bare
hands he spanks him relentlessly until he begs for mercy and the sweet
release of orgasm. By the end of the night Jack will know who his real
boss is as he is spanked into submission!
Destined to Fly - Indigo Bloome 2013-05-14
The scorching finale to the internationally bestselling series bound to
thrill fans of Fifty Shades of Grey Emerging from sexual captivity,
psychologist Alexandra Blake is feeling a sense of empowerment—along
with a strange mix of fear and exhilaration. She holds the key to the
cutting-edge aphrodisiac drugs so desperately sought by both her
abductors and her lover, Dr. Jeremy Quinn. But in order to unlock the
secrets within her, she must now embark upon a quest to explore ancient
erotic rituals. After all she's been through, Alexandra thought she'd
experienced pleasure at its most extreme. She was wrong. In the
stunning conclusion of the Avalon trilogy, Alexandra will reconcile her
past and her future, discovering the true purpose behind the role she
was always destined to play.
A Birthday Pegging - Pegasis 2016-02-28
Megan knows exactly what she wants for her birthday. The present is not
an object, but the act with the object. Her boyfriend, Sam, has always
been compliant with her kinky requests before, but this act went far
beyond a pair of handcuffs and light domination. He would have to open
up to her in a way he'd never done before. With the special object bought
and the birthday meal completed, she presents it to him and all he had to
do was accept it, in more than one way.
Lip Service - K.C. Cave 2015-04-21
After taking seven horny steelworkers on a busted pool table, Alison was
ready for something different. She pulled a mashed-up business card out
of her purse, the one that she got from the cop she seduced a couple of
weeks before. She was a cute female cop who had pulled her over on the
interstate just as Alison was about to climax, thanks to her remotecontrolled vibrator. The seduction was in an interstate motel?and it was
the best sex she had ever had. Now, Alison wanted that sexy cop again.
She made the call, and Alison?s new affair kicked off with a long
weekend of sex?in a movie theater ladies room, in Alison?s bedroom, in a
grocery store, at the mall, with a three-way with another gorgeous
woman ? you get the idea. Lip Service is 15,000 words of explicit, pantywetting, woman-on-woman erotica that you won?t forget. ~~~~~ÿ
Excerptÿ ~~~~~ A peal of ear-splitting thunder echoed throughout the
room. The atmosphere felt charged as the sky opened up and heavy
splats of rain fell on the stones of the patio outside the glass doors. Our
eyes locked. I moved toward Moriah and ran my finger down her cheek
and on to her lips. Her mouth opened and she sucked my finger, twirling
her tongue around it. I slipped a cuff on each wrist and raised her arms.
She was just short enough that her hands didn?t reach the ceiling. I ran
the rope through the hook and pulled it taut. She stood almost in the
middle of the room, her arms stretched high, standing almost on tiptoe.
?What are you going to do to me?? she whispered. I stood behind her as I
made a knot on the hook and lowered my mouth to her ear. ?Give me a
safe word. Give me a word that, when you say it, I?ll stop whatever I?m
doing and let you go.? ??Stop??? ?No, I want you to be able to say ?stop?
without really meaning it. Something else.? ?Calliope.? Her hands now
secured above her head, I walked in front of her. Reaching down, I rolled
her cotton ribbed sweater up above her breasts, revealing a pretty lace
bra. Her eyes widened. The rain was coming down hard, and the room
darkened from the storm clouds. I undid the button on her jeans, slowly
lowered the zipper, and pulled her pants down toward her knees. She
shook one foot, then the other, sending her slip-ons across the room. I
pulled her jeans off her. All that was left were her bra, panties and socks.
And her sweater scrunched up to her chin above her small breasts.
Moriah had a look of wild passion in her eyes as she watched my every
move. I left her there and looked around the room for some inspiration.
In the corner were my walking sticks, high-tech poles make of carbon
fiber, with rubber-coated tips and leather-wrapped handles with loops
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that secured them to your wrists while hiking. I picked one up and
walked back to Moriah. She licked her dry lips. Lightning flashed,
followed quickly by the crash of thunder. The fresh smell of ozone filled
the air. The excitement was palpable. The atmosphere was charged with
electricity, both literal and metaphorical.
Destined to Play - Indigo Bloome 2012-09-11
"It's simple. No sight. No questions. Forty-eight hours." An intensely
charged erotic journey, perfect for anyone who was seduced by 50
Shades of Grey. When thirty-seven-year-old psychologist Alexandra Blake
leaves her comfortable suburban existence to travel for a series of
lectures, she meets up with Dr. Jeremy Quinn, the man who opened her
eyes and body to the world in ways she never thought possible. After a
few glasses of champagne in his luxurious hotel penthouse, he presents
her with an extraordinary proposition. Alexandra knows that they never
promise each other something they can't commit to and that he will
challenge her every inhibition. But she soon finds herself seduced into a
level of surrender—and danger—she could never have imagined.
Destined to Play is the first book in the Avalon Trilogy exploring the
intricate relationships between trust and betrayal, desire and love, risk . .
. and reward.
Shemale Nights - P. Pine 2016-04-12
Warning: Contains sizzling, sexually explicit material withinMark's a 28
year-old loner from London who's quit the family business, given up his
flat and is estranged from his parents. All he lives for are his sexual
fantasies which he's about to turn into reality. Mark escapes to South
East Asia where he encounters the ladyboys of his dreams. However, he
soon realises that some fantasies are best left unfulfilled, and that
sometimes you can never truly escape from your past.18+
Marriage Guidance - Miranda Birch
Femdom marriage guidance is the best marriage guidance! Husbands
need a firm hand — especially newly-married young husbands! Read this
story to find out how one hot young wife takes COMPLETE CONTROL of
her husband using the “3 Cs”: Caning, chastity, cuckolding!
My BBW Mistress - Dominique Paige 2017-05-03
When Jeremy runs into a webcam dominatrix at the mall, he is stunned
and takes a chance at introducing himself. Nothing can prepare him for
her reaction! Threatened with the concept of her real life identity being
exposed, she decides that she needs to make sure Jeremy doesn't tell a
soul. Making a snap decision, she decides right then and there to take
control of him the only way she knows how!
Happily Ever After (futanari on female) - Adrian Adams
Clara is surprised to learn the princess she met one night a few weeks
before is seeking her. She answers her call and the two reunite to
continue where they left off. The final story in the Futanari Cinderella
series contains graphic futanari on female sex and a resulting pregnancy.
Pop Baby Krissy Doucet [Pop Babies 1] - Diane Story 2012-04-26
[Menage and More: Erotic Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M with F/F/M,
F/F elements, light bondage, sex toys, HFN for M/F] Keenan Fazio can't
decide if he is lucky, or damned. Why? Because after waking up in
Europe with pop princess Krissy Doucet in his arms, he knows his life has
changed. Out-of-work dancers are a dime a dozen. For Keenan, dancing
is his way of life. The moment Krissy set her sights on Keenan, she knew
he was amazing. Choosing him at the club was one of the best decisions
of her life. Yet how can she compete with the beautiful Tara Butler, a
woman from Keenan’s past who understands his sexual desires? Would
sharing Keenan in Tara’s bed be their only option for love? Sex, drugs,
and rock 'n' roll might seem like a great theme for a seventies movie, but
for Keenan and Krissy, it is their way of life. The paparazzi say they are
in lust, not love. For them, lust and love go hand in hand. ** A Siren
Erotic Romance
Destined to Fly - Indigo Bloome 2013-01-31
The final instalment in the intensely erotic Avalon series that started with
Destined to Play. Perfect for fans of 50 Shades of Grey.
Alison's Erotic Adventures - K.C. Cave 2015-04-21
Alison is a normal, gorgeous, early-thirties woman with a hobby?sex.
Wearing a strap-on vibrator with a remote control, she jills-off in a park,
leading to her first lesbian seduction, anonymous sex with a well-hung
guy in a forest glen, and a traffic stop that ends in a cheap motel (book
1). In book 2, our hero makes seven horny steelworkers very happy on a
busted pool table in the back of a bar. Book 3 features a weekend of sex
(private and public) with Alison?s new lesbian lover. Now you can read
about Alison in one, 30,000-word-plus volume of her explicit, nonstop
sexual adventures.ÿ
Femdom Cruise - Dominique Paige 2017-05-01
A story of female domination and male submission When Mark can't pay
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for the rest of his cruise, he's in a dire situation. His only hope is
Madeline, an attractive older woman who offers to pay his way - for a
price. She loves to dominate and humiliate men, and she sees Mark as
the perfect new willing toy.
Used as a Hucow (Human Cow Erotica) - Madison Laine 2021-01-25
When Angie gets a paid summer internship at prestigious Harlow
Pharmaceuticals, she is thrilled…until she finds out her first project is to
personally test a milk-inducing serum! Even worse, she has to present
the success of the serum to Harlow Pharmaceuticals’ investors, two men
who really want a closeup and hands-on demonstration. Will Angie allow
herself to be used as a human cow for two eager businessmen? This 6200
word short story contains explicit sexual content including milking,
suckling, lots of hot milky sex, and two eager men making a woman into
their personal human cow! This story is for adults only. Excerpt: “Lock
the door, Sam,” Mr. Calvin went on. “We don’t want to be disturbed.”
Angie saw the gaze of the younger man on her chest when he walked by
and got the impression there was more than business investing on his
mind. It unnerved her, but she said nothing. “I know this is probably
embarrassing,” Mr. Calvin said when the door was locked. “But Dr.
Powell indicated you would show us the effects of the serum.” Angie let
out a slow breath as she contemplated what she was being asked. She
wanted things over as quickly as possible, however, to get back to the
laboratory and decided to get it done. “Sure,” she agreed. She watched
Sam move to stand beside his boss and her hands trembled as she took
off her coat then unbuttoned her blouse to remove it. The gazes of the
two men fixed on her as she slowly unwrapped the scarf to expose her
engorged breasts and she couldn’t bring herself to look at them. “That is
impressive,” Mr. Calvin said and stepped forward. Something in the tone
of his voice made Angie lift her gaze from the floor and she saw both men
advancing. Her apprehension flared, but she remained standing where
she was. “Does it hurt?” Sam asked. “It’s a bit sore,” Angie admitted.
“But I think it’s because they’re so full.” “What does it taste like?” Mr.
Calvin asked. The question caught Angie off guard and her mouth
flopped open. It was something she hadn’t considered.
Submissive Men and Dominant Women - Dominique Paige
2017-05-07
This is the story of Malia, Tamia, and Claire as they enjoy their vacation
with their many slaves. As they relax on their exclusive private beach
they must find ways to entertain themselves, which means that their
submissive men will be used as a source of entertainment, and
entertainment to these powerful women means complete degradation
and humiliation!
Deep Inside: Extreme Erotic Fantasies - Polly Frost 2007-05-29
Ten tantalizing tales from a talented voice in erotic fiction, each with a
twist. Whether it's enchanted sex toys, alien enticements, or Viagra
addicts, these stories explore the outer limits of eroticism. A dominatrix
with a discipline problem. A nervous virgin tempted by an unearthly
sacrifice. Lust-crazed Viagra addicts. A seductive serial killer. A sexual
psychic who can foresee other people's erotic adventures. And a street
cop hooked on alien ecstasy... The sensual men and women in this
sizzling collection are all in search of the ultimate sexual high. No plain
vanilla sex here; driven by insatiable desires, they push their bodies and
souls to the limits, exploring the outer reaches of eroticism. From arcane
sexual rituals to the heights of Hollywood decadence, Deep Inside:
Extreme Erotic Fantasies breaks every taboo as it takes you inside the
throbbing flesh and twisted urges of the kinky, the depraved, and the
supernatural. Turn down the lights and enter a new realm of exotic and
forbidden pleasures. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Trusting the Rancher - Cari Lynn Webb 2022-02-01
A visit for the holidays, brings love for a lifetime. Cattle rancher Evan
Bishop is desperate for Paige Palmer’s help. The veterinarian is in Three
Springs for the holidays, but the single dad hopes she has time to save
his ailing livestock. Paige is up for the challenge, though not quite up to
resisting the cowboy’s rugged charm and his darling devotion to his little
girl. Can Paige learn to trust the rancher before the countdown to
Christmas ends? Mills & Boon Western Romance — Small towns,
cowboys and contemporary romance, the all-American way!
Futa on Male Bundle: A N E - Kel Jacobi
Three Sexy Futanari on Male Stories in One Bundle: Annie the Futa
Devon meets the futa of his dreams on the beach. She quickly makes him
her permanent guy-toy. He simply cannot resist her long, hard love. Nina
the Futa New millionaire Thomas hooks up with his hot futa bank teller,
Nina. Emilia the Futa Benjamin needs a math tutor to get through his
brutal college math class. His professor sets him up with the hot futa
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Emilia. But even with her tutoring, he still can't seem to get it. Luckily
she's willing to go the extra mile to help him succeed.
My FemDom Wife - Dominique Paige 2017-05-04
As I arrived home from work, I glanced down to see an envelope resting
on my doormatt. I picked it up, and to my surprise I saw it was addressed
to “My Sissy Bitch.” Thoughts ran through my head. Who could have
possibly sent this? When Jeremy notices a letter on the porch, he has no
idea it will change his life forever. Soon he finds himself giving into his
deepest desires as his wife turns into his Mistress, and he becomes a
24/7 servant of hers!
Stranded - Eve Vaughn 2008-06-01
One island.One woman.Two studs India Powers is at the end of her rope.
After dumping her cheating fiance and having a falling out with her
parents, she decides to take a much needed vacation. In route she meets
two hunky fellow vacationers in the form of Rafe Santiago and Grant
Thompson. Though she's not looking for love, India sees no harm in a
little island flirtation. Rafe and Grant have been friends since they were
kids; both from broken homes, all they had were each other. Their
closeness leads them to the discovery they enjoy sharing the same
women. After surviving a stormy marriage that nearly destroys their
friendship, Rafe vows to never let another woman come between them.
To celebrate Rafe's divorce, he and Grant take a vacation in hopes of
finding Miss Right along the way. Tragedy strikes when their plane goes
down. In a twist of fate, the only survivors are India, Grant and Rafe.
Stranded for weeks, their daily fight for survival turns into something
much deeper when India falls for both men and they for her. However,
when they're rescued and returned to civilization, they fall under public
scrutiny. Can their newfound love survive when outside forces step in to
tear them apart? Warning, this title contains the following: explicit sex,
graphic language, menage a trois.
Kira the Futa: Futanari on Male - Kel Jacobi 2018-11-19
Thomas is a typical single dude working a dead-end job in an apartment
complex. One day, while doing laundry, he notices that the resident futa,
Kira, just walked in the door. He tries to act cool, but Kira has other
plans.
Futa World 5: Melinda's New Recruit - Lara Longstaff 2019-12-28
With sales of Doctor Shiela Bennet's drug not quite being what they
hoped, her young lab assistant-turned-lover Melinda Carter comes up
with a naughty plan to promote their product. The saucy little redhead
takes a trip to Vegas to meet Lana Ladykiller, her favorite lesbian porn
star. A continuation of the Futa World Series that features Mel taking not
one, but two ENORMOUS futas at once! Enjoy!
Avalon - Anya Seton 2013-09-06
A novel of England during the Viking era, from an author who “has
vividly and colorfully portrayed life during the tumultuous Dark Ages”
(Historical Novels Review). The last quarter of the tenth century was a
time of conflict and exploration—while the Anglo-Saxons fought against
the Vikings, Norsemen voyaged into the unknown looking for new lands
to pillage, and so discovered America. Prince Rumon of France,
descendant of Charlemagne and King Alfred, was a searcher. He had
visions of the Islands of the Blessed, perhaps King Arthur’s Avalon,
“where falls not hail, or rain, or any snow.” Merewyn grew up in savage
Cornwall—a lonely girl, sustained by stubborn courage and belief in her
descent from great King Arthur. Chance—or fate—in the form of a
shipwreck off the Cornish coast brought Rumon and Merewyn together,
and from that hour their lives were intertwined. Bound by his vow to her
dying mother, Rumon brings Merewyn safely to England, keeping hidden
the shameful secret of her birth. He considers his responsibility ended.
At court, he is dazzled by the beautiful Queen Alfrida—but when a
murderous truth is revealed, he turns to Merewyn, only to discover that
he may have lost her. And he will journey across the Atlantic to find her
again . . . From the beloved bestselling author of Katherine and
Dragonwyck, this is a romantic tale of history and adventure
“characterized by an authentic sense of time” (The New York Times Book
Review).
Destined - Aprilynne Pike 2012-05-01
Destined delivers all the romance and action that fans expect as it brings
Aprilynne Pike’s Wings series to a deeply satisfying conclusion. Laurel
used to think she was an ordinary girl from Crescent City, California. She
never would have believed she was truly a faerie from a realm called
Avalon. Now Laurel must risk her life to save Avalon from destruction by
Yuki—a rare and powerful Winter faerie—and troll-hunter Klea. But
Laurel won’t have to fight alone; David and Tamani, two boys she loves in
different ways, will be by her side, along with her best friend, Chelsea.
Readers of the Need and Graceling series will want to follow Laurel’s
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story from its beginning in Wings to its heart-stopping end in Destined.
Destined to Play - Indigo Bloome 2012
When 37-year-old psychologist, Dr Alexandra Blake, leaves her
comfortable suburban existence to give a series of lectures, she meets up
with Dr Jeremy Quinn, the man who opened her eyes and body to the
world. After a few glasses of champagne in his hotel penthouse, he
presents her with an extraordinary proposition.
Petgirl Politics - Crimson Rose
Paige had spent the past five years making a career out of being a
petgirl. Men and women from all walks of life paid good money for her
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services. Her best friend Amanda – a former police officer, took the role
of bodyguard and camerawoman all the while refusing to take part in her
best friend’s fetish. She stuck to her guns for five years, but when she
was offered a substantial amount of money to dress up and play petgirl
for a few hours a day over the course of a weekend for the Mayor and his
wife, she had a sudden change of heart and fully embraced her inner
pervert.
Sissified by my wife - Jilly Bangs 2021-07-10
I had been cheating on my wife, and now she was going to get her own
back by sissifying me...
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